Streamline Migrations with Simplicity and Reliability

Protect your data archives while accelerating your journey to the cloud.

Move your archives to the cloud and benefit from reduced costs, greater flexibility, and improved support for regulatory compliance.

Compared to traditional migrations, Veritas Direct Migrator enables you to:

- Migrate 5X Faster
- Scale up and down as needed
- Migrate over the wire with full fidelity
- Migrate discovery and compliance work products
- Apply classification and retention during migration
- Run parallel to existing archive and discovery operations

Direct Migrator is based on industry-leading experience, with billions of messages migrated. And it’s fast, with more than two terabytes archived per day on average.

Veritas Alta™ Archiving provides:

- 1,000+ Classification Policies and Patterns
- 120+ Data Sources Captured
- Faster Search Times and Exports
- No Retraining Required

Are you ready to take advantage of Direct Migrator?

Learn how we can help you embark on your migration journey and unlock the benefits of Veritas Alta Archiving.

Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ Leader in Enterprise Information Archiving

The Only Vendor with Flexible Deployment Options

Veritas has closed all industry gaps, either through acquisition or sheer grunt engineering execution.”

—Jeff Vogel, Senior Director, Analyst, Gartner

Veritas is a Recognized Leader in Data Compliance

Learn more